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The Decadence in the New Feeling School Creation 
II 
Abstract 
Since 1980s, the research towards the New Feeling School has been the 
academic hot topic. Many scholars explain the modern factor in the creation of the 
New Feeling School. However, they seldom review the New Feeling school from the 
aspect of Decadence closely related to Modernism. Although some scholars deem that 
there is Decadent factor in it, they still don't draw a conclusion in Decadence towards 
the aesthetic characteristic during the creation because of the bias. In fact, dualistic 
understanding towards Decadence is the key point in interpreting the Decadent during 
it. In this paper, the main point is that, Decadent aesthetic characteristic during the 
creation is not simple imitation and reference, but the writer’s particular personality, 
which integrates traditional aesthetic images to Decadence with its own characteristics. 
Comprehensively and objectively analyzing this creation tendency can contribute to a 
better understanding of the value and significance of the creation. 
The whole text can be divided into three parts: 
Part one: introduction. In this part, it briefly introduces the meaning of the New 
Feeling School and the concept of Decadence, and Recalling the decadent situation of 
the New Feeling School and Decadence. Although it finds dense Decadent 
atmosphere in the creation and its complicated connotation, the negative attitude of 
academic community towards Decadence in a long term actually obstructs the 
objective understanding towards the creation value of the New Feeling School. 
Part two: text, is divided into three chapters. Chapter one is the analysis why the 
New Feeling School accept Decadence. It points out that because the New Feeling 
School was affected by various factors, such as tradition, culture, region, and internal 
mentality, so it consciously pursues Decadence. Chapter two particularly cards the 
creation text of the New Feeling School. It shows integrative characteristic with 
Decadence in form and content and reflects Decadent characteristic from outside to 
inside. Chapter three describes the difference between Decadent in the New Feeling 
School creation and foreign Decadence. The New Feeling School successfully realize 
the transformation of Decadence aesthetic characteristic through combining with 
national feature and adhering to the position of the general public. 















Feeling School, which is the result of Decadent dualistic influence. Most novels of 
The New Feeling School are urban novels. It is visible from those that the reference of 
Decadent aesthetic characteristic not only has initiative meaning towards exploring 
the performance practice of urban novels, but also has reference meaning in the 
development of them. 
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① 颓废主义流派以 1886 年魏尔伦创办《颓废者》杂志为标志，颓废主义从此诞生。虽然《恶之花》初版
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